Model 1500

- **Purpose-built**: Designed for the Model 560 and 580 Framing Cameras
- **Configurable**: Height, tilt, pan, and fine adjustment options available
- **Heavy-duty**: Steel and aluminum construction, approx. 250 lbs. (115 Kg)
- **Stable**: Adjustable leveling jacks secure cart into place
- **Adjustable**: Nominal optical center is 39” high, and electric drive height adjustment (adds up to 13” extra height), plus manual incremental fine side-to-side adjustment. There is also an available front-to-back adjustment option.

The Cordin Model 1500 mobile framing camera stand was developed specifically for the Model 560 and 580 framing cameras. The sturdy design accommodates both the camera as well as the Cordin Gas Control Box (required for gas turbine driven rotating mirror camera systems), and enables easy movement and management of the camera.

The Model 1500 includes a separate, detached mobile stand for the camera’s PC control workstation which allows full flexibility in controlling the camera from a remote location if desired.

**OPTIONS / ACCESSORIES**

- **Model 1500-01 Height Extension**: Raises camera optical center to 49” high (std) or custom height
- **Model 1500-02 Tilt Mount**: Allows camera to tilt in four directions and rotate up to 180°
- **Model 1500-03 Front/Back Adjustment Plate**: Adds fine front/back adjustment capability in addition to the (standard) side-to-side fine adjustment
- **110 or 220 Volt Compatible Versions**
- **Faraday Cages for PC, Gas Control Box, Other Devices**
- **Custom Configurations Available**
MOBILE STAND FOR STREAK CAMERAS

Model 1500

- **Purpose-built**: Designed for the Model 131 and 131-HD Streak Cameras
- **Heavy-duty**: Steel and aluminum construction, approx. 250 lbs. (115 Kg)
- **Stable**: Adjustable leveling jacks secure cart into place
- **Adjustable**: Nominal optical center is 39” high, and Electric drive height adjustment (adds up to 13” extra height), plus manual incremental side-to-side adjustment (standard) and available front-to-back adjustment (optional)
- **Integrated Rail Option**: Supports long lenses and other optical accessories
- **Separate PC Control Station**: (Included - see previous page)

The **Cordin Model 1500** mobile streak camera stand and rail option were developed specifically for the model 131 and 131-HD streak cameras. The sturdy design accommodates both the camera as well as the Cordin Gas Control Box (required for gas turbine driven rotating mirror camera systems), and enables easy movement and management of the camera.

An optional integrated rail mount system enables secure and precise placement of the photo subject.